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4.2 Support vector machines: 
      General idea 

See C.J.C. Burges: A Tutorial on Support Vector 
Machines for Pattern Recognition, Data Mining and 
Knowledge Discovery 2, 1998, pp. 121–167  
}  Use the learned function to separate two sets of 

examples (which can then be done several times to 
partition the set of examples into more than 2 
classes) 

}  Find the parameters for the function (scheme) that 
provides the largest margins (to both sides) for the 
separation èresults in more generality 

}  Allow for data transformations before doing the 
separation (èkernel function) 
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General idea (cont.) 

Linear, two feature graphical example: 
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General idea (cont.) 

Linear, two feature graphical example: 
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maximum margin hyperplane 

support vector 

support vector 

Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

Again, we look for an f of the form 
         f(x1,...,xn) = f(x1,...xn,p1,...,pm) 
 Also, we need an f that has only two results 
(representing the two classes that have to be 
distinguished)  
èuse {-1,1} as the two results and then use  
   sign-function. 
Finally, hyperplanes are mathematically easiest to deal 
with, so choose as f a linear function:  

 f(x1,...,xn) = sign(x1*p1 + ... + xn*pn + pn+1) 
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Learning phase: 
What or whom to learn from 

We learn from examples that usually are represented as 
(numerical) feature vectors with the class they belong 
to: 

 ex1:  (val11 ,..., val1n,cl1) 
      ... 

 exk:  (valk1 ,..., valkn,clk) 
We can also think about them as positive and negative 
examples. 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method 

Case 1: let’s assume that we can perfectly separate the 
two classes: 
Then we need to find p1,...pn+1 such that they separate 
the two sets of examples and additionally produce the 
largest margin (which should result in the biggest 
generalization potential).  
More formally: 
Let [valj] be the vector (valj1,...,valjn), [p] the vector 
(p1,...,pn) and [valj][p] the vector product, i.e. Σ i=1

n valjipi.  
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

Then having the two example sets separated means 
 1/m Σ j=1

k loss([valj][p] + pn+1,clj) = 0 
where loss(x,y) =1, if x≠y, and 0, else. 
The largest margin is represented by: 

 ||[p]||2 being minimal 
subject to  

 minj|[valj][p]| = 1 
(the ||[p]||2 is the VC complexity of linear functions and 
represents the best achievable margins). 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

If we assume that we have all examples in the right set, 
this can be rewritten as:   

 minimize ||[p]||2 

subject to 
 clj ([valj][p] + pn+1) ≥1 

This represents a so-called constraint quadratic 
optimization problem and there are many software 
packages available to solve such problems.   
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

Case 2: now let’s assume that we have examples that 
will always end up wrongly classified 
Then we additionally want to have that our parameters 
minimize the error produced by these examples (i.e. 
the hyperplane should be the one that have these 
examples as near to their correct margin as possible). 
This can be achieved by redefining the loss-function to 

 loss(x,y) = max(0,1-xy) 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

Bringing this into a similar form as before results in 
 minimize ||[p]||2 + C * Σ j=1

k hingej 

subject to 
 clj ([valj][p] + pn+1) ≥1 - hingej for hingej ≥0 

The hingej are called the hinge-loss produced by the 
particular solution and C is a weight parameter.  
This form allows, again, to be solved as a constraint 
quadratic optimization problem   
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

Case 3: let’s assume we have case 2, but the results are 
very bad 
This means that the two sets of examples overlap too 
much, or –in other words- our linear function is not 
the right “shape” for the job. The solution idea is to 
transfer our data into another “feature space” (usually 
with more features) in which the two sets of examples 
are now separable by a linear function. This transfer is 
accomplished by a function that in the literature is 
usually called Φ, Φ([x]) = [x]new. Obviously, we have to 
create additional (in fact new) features that are 
combinations of the original features.   
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

If we look at the usage of the features, then we only 
perform vector multiplications, so that we really only 
need a function K(x,y) = Φ(x)Φ(y) in our 
computations. K is called a kernel function.  
Often used kernel functions are 

 K(x,y) = (xy)d  polynomial kernel 
 K(x,y) = exp(−γ ||x-y||2)  RBF kernel 
 K(x,y) = tanh(κ	xy	−δ	)  Neural-net style kernel 
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Application phase: 
How to detect applicable knowledge 

Just apply the function f (after transforming the example 
using the kernel function)! 
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Application phase: 
How to apply knowledge 

Just apply the function f (after transforming the example 
using the kernel function)! 
Testing for applicability is already applying the 
knowledge, again. 
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Application phase: 
Detect/deal with misleading knowledge 

If we are unhappy with the achieved classification for 
new examples we can only re-learn. 
And this un-happiness must be detected by humans or 
by comparisons of the results of the method with the 
real world (meaning that errors have to happen before 
we can realize that we were wrong).  
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General questions: 
Generalize/detect similarities? 

The margins represent the generalization potential of 
the method. 
Naturally, the elements in the two sets are considered 
to be similar to the support vectors.  
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General questions: 
Dealing with knowledge from other sources 

Some knowledge can be (very indirectly) incorporated 
via the kernel function.  And, naturally, in how to encode 
non-numerical features. 
But otherwise there is nothing else available.  
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(Conceptual) Example 

Support vector machines are really only interesting for 
large numbers of examples (that it nicely reduces to 
having only to look at the support vectors) with large 
numbers of features. Consequently, there are no good 
examples that can be shown in a class. 
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Pros and cons 

✚ strong mathematical foundation: statistic learning 
theory 

✚ worked very well for many applications 
-  we need a lot of examples to be able to solve the 

optimization problems 
-  finding numeric values for non-numeric features is 

often difficult 
-  finding the right kernel function can be challenging 
-  if we have more than two classes, how we iterate the 

process influences the outcome  
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